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Happy New Year!
We've shows aplenty in 2020
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I'm thrilled to welcome
you to the 51 Edition
of Landlord Investor
Magazine.

IN THIS ISSUE...
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Welcome to issue 51 of Landlord Investor Magazine. A very
happy new year (and decade), I hope you've had a prosperous
2019. As I'm writing this it's just been announced that the
Conservatives have won the general election with a substantial
majority. As a publisher we have to be politically agnostic, and
we still have Brexit to circumnavigate, but I suspect there's
a lot of investors and buy-to-let landlords breathing a sigh
of relief this morning. A change of government was bound
to cause some turbulence, regardless of flavour, so this is at
the very least, one less challenge for us all in 2020. You can
read more about the impact of Brexit upon the private rented
sector on page 5, in the Show Update section. On page 26
we also have an article examining the outcome of the general
election by our sister publication PropertyNotify. We'll be
launching PropertyNotify as a standalone magazine in early
2020, so this provides a small sample of what's to come.
Also in this issue: we review the November 5 Landlord
Investment Show at Olympia London and second LIS Awards
at the Grosvenor House Hotel. Simon Zutshi declares 2020
the year of NO excuses. TDS & RLA tell us why ‘tis the season
to be jolly prepared. Landlord Furniture Co are Decking the
Halls with excellent furniture. Kuflink explain bridging and
development finance. Peter Littlewood has his usual roundup in Market Update. In PRS update I'll be looking at the
subletting scandal in short-lets, the rise of build to rent, and
the thorny business of annual tax assessments for landlords.
Some light reading over the break for you there.
th

Back to the shows, the 2020 fixtures have been released
and we're already taking bookings (eyes left for dates and
locations). Visit www.landlordinvestmentshow.co.uk to find
out more and register for your free show tickets.
Despite the uncertainty of Brexit we've had a fantastic
year. The plight of the buy-to-let landlord of all kinds really
is in our blood, and I hope our products have been helpful.
On behalf of myself and the whole LIS team I'd like to
thank you for reading and wish you the very best for the
festive season and your landlord investor journey in 2020.
TH.
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Landlord Investor Magazine publishes 6
digital editions a year, covering a host of
topics relating to buy-to-let and the private
rental sector. Subscribe today to ensure you
don't miss-out on the latest news, views
and content. Subscription is completely
FREE, visit landlordinvestmentshow.co.uk/
li-magazine
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Specialist Buy-to-Let

Flexible solutions for
portfolio landlords.

When professional investors
and landlords want access
to finance, they need a
lender who understands
the property market.
We work hard to fully understand
your requirements and make
decisions based on experience and
common sense, rather than just a
formula. This combination of insight,
expert problem solving and reliable
execution, means we can often assist
where other lenders can’t, helping
you realise your property ambitions.

Contact us today

0330 123 4522
salesdesk@shawbrook.co.uk
shawbrook.co.uk

ANY PROPERTY USED AS SECURITY, INCLUDING YOUR HOME, MAY BE
REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON A MORTGAGE
OR ANY OTHER DEBT SECURED ON IT. A BROKER FEE MAY APPLY

SHOW UPDATE

Remember,
th
remember the 5
of November
Landlord Investment
Show at Olympia
London 05/11/19
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SHOW UPDATE

The Landlord Investment Show 2019 finale had over 5000 registered
attendees, and seminars with standing room only. The turbulence of
Brexit and the announcement of a general election obviously added
some spark, but what was the story on the ground?

The Fireworks of Brexit
Morning panel debate featuring:
Chair:
Andrew Neil, Publisher and
Broadcaster
Panelists:
Rt Hon Iain Duncan Smith MP, Former
Conservative Party Leader.
David Smith, Economics Editor of The
Sunday Times and PropertyNotify
Columnist.
Gavin Fraser, MD, High Street
Residential.
Tony Gimple, Founder, Less Tax 4
Landlords.
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The first thing we need to do here is
set out the stall. This is being written
on the day before the general election,
so any opinions won’t be in the public
domain until after the result. The
opinions stated are also those of the
panel experts at the November 5th
Show at Olympia London. They do
not constitute investment advice from
the speakers of Landlord Investor
Magazine. They are, after all, just
opinions. Disclaimers out off the way,
let’s take a deeper look at the debate.

The panel opened by examining how
Brexit has fragmented party politics:
with a Tory majority ensuring the UK
leaves the EU and a Labour party
majority almost certainly resulting
in remaining. However, as far as the
buy-to-let market is concerned, this
constitutes somewhat of a red herring.
The issue we desperately wanted to
hear about was is the economic impact
and how, specifically, it will impact buyto-let landlords and the private rented
sector.

The subject matter and timing was
bound to draw a good audience and
the auditorium was packed. Every
seat was taken. Late arrivers found
themselves standing wherever they
could and we had to close the doors as
the theatre reached capacity. A timely
reminder that arriving early at LIS
panel debates is essential if you’d like
the luxury of a seat.

It was general consensus that major
changes in domestic policy cause
hiccups in the property world, and the
perception Brexit will have no impact
is incorrect, given vast swathes of UK
property is underpinned by foreign
capital. The smooth flow of capital in
and out of the UK is fundamental and
that the uncertainty is already causing
the market to slow, with negative

5
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financial impact as investors frustrated
by the indecision look for alternative
territories in which to invest. Given the
UK has been viewed internationally as
a safe bet for property investment this
obviously causes some concerns.
The big question was how will a
change to a Labour Government or a
hung parliament impact the private
rented universe. Even a cursory
glance at the manifestos of the two
major political parties will tell you
that the Conservative Party would
be considerably more favourable
to Landlords. This was supported
unanimously by the views of the panel
with the conclusion that a Labour
government or hung parliament will, at
the very least, cause further resistance
in a market which is already slowing,

6

Again it was highlighted that the
indecision over Brexit is the biggest
threat to economic stability and the
sooner this can be resolved the better.
By the time this is published we'll know
the election result. Even if there is a
change in government it will likely take
some time for the effects to be felt in
the market.
This really is just the smallest of highlights,
you can watch the whole debate and
draw your own conclusions here: www.
landlordinvestmentshow.co.uk/videos

5000 hungry landlords
Although the Brexit debate stole most
of the media coverage, the whole
November show was a huge success,

with 5000 registered attendees, over
100 exhibitors and 40+ seminars. This
is our biggest show and attendance to
date. Olympia London was positively
buzzing with landlords and investors
eager to soak up the vast quantities of
knowledge and expertise on offer.
The pics in the following pages offer
a snapshot of the day, you can see
more and watch videos from all 2019
shows on the dedicated Landlord
Investment Show website: www.
landlordinvestmentshow.co.uk.
The 2020 show calendar kicksoff again with a return to Olympia
London on March 19th. You can
find a full list of 2020 show dates
at www.landlordinvestmentshow.
co.uk/2020-shows.
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SIMON ZUTSHI

The year of
NO excuses!
LANDLORD INVESTOR 51ST EDITION
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As we rapidly approach the end of the year and the
end of this Decade, I would like to help you to get a
flying start to 2020, because I believe it is going to
be a great year to invest in property, as long as you
know what you are doing.

There is still massive uncertainty in
the market due to: the Section 24 tax
changes; increasing legislation; and the
effect of BREXIT still hanging over us,
but that is exactly what I am talking
about. Right now many investors
are paralysed with fear and don’t
know what to do. That means there
is an opportunity for all of us who are
prepared to take action and make
the most of this unique purchasing
opportunity. However, at times like this,
people often come up with all sorts of
reasons why they can’t invest.
In this final article of 2019, I want to
clear the path for you and remove
the barriers that may have previously
prevented you from investing. I am
going to do this by addressing head
on, eight of the most common reasons
(excuses people tell themselves) why
they can’t invest right now.

Excuse No. 1

I don’t have enough
money to invest in
property.
This is one of the biggest blocks to
people moving forward. No matter
how much money you have, or don’t
have, at some point everyone runs
out of their own money. All successful
investors use other people’s money
to invest. It’s just some people have
to start using other people’s money
sooner than others. If you don’t have
money, then what do you have? The
key is to get good at finding great
deals. When you find good deals there
will be other people who have money
but don’t have the time, knowledge
or inclination to find good deals
themselves. Working with you in a joint
venture, could be a great solution for
them. There are also many people who
don’t really want to invest in property,
but they do want to get a much better
return on their money than they are

10

getting in the bank, or from their
pension. You can help these people
get a much better return on their
money, by lending you the money for
your property deals. The best people
to start with are family and friends.
People who already know you and
trust you. It should go without saying,
but I am going to say it that you do
need to be very careful when using
other people’s money.

Excuse No 2

I can’t find any good
deals in my area.
This comes down to a lack of
knowledge and/or belief. The reality is,
there are deals everywhere, in all areas,
but you need to know what you are
looking for. There are motivated sellers
in all areas. These are people who will
be flexible on the price or terms of the
sale because they have some sort of
property related problem that they
need solving. Instead of looking for
property you need to look for these
motivated sellers. Once you find the
seller you can work out if the property
is suitable for you and your strategy
and if not, you could package it up and
sell to another investor for a fee, as
long as it a good deal.

Excuse No 3

Deals don’t stack up
in my area.
This is similar to Excuse 2, but is
slightly different. It might be that there
are some deals in your area, but they
just don’t stack up for a purchase. This
is often the case in expensive areas.
For example, in expensive areas it can
be difficult to buy an existing HMO and
get the kind of Return On Investment
(ROI) that you would want from an
HMO (at least 15%+). So you may need

to adjust your strategy. Instead of
buying an existing HMO, you could
buy a larger 3 bed house and convert
this into a 5 or 6 bed HMO. By adding
value, you should be able to refinance
and remove most of your money, which
will then give you a great ROI. Also
strategies such as Rent to Rent and
Purchase Lease Options also work well
in expensive areas.
Alternatively, you could always invest
outside of your area and find an area
which gives you better cash flow
and ROI. There are challenges with
investing further afield, but you can
overcome these if you have a local
power team to help you find, manage
and maintain your properties. The
best way to build a local power team
outside of your area, is to visit the
property investors network (pin)
meeting in that area and ask for
recommendations.

Excuse No 4

I don’t have enough
time to invest. I am
just too busy.
You might well be busy, most of us
are, but we all have the same amount
of time every day. It is up to you how
you chose to spend or invest your
time. It all comes down to what you
decide to prioritise in your life. If you
are too busy, unless you do something
about it, and make some sort of
change, then you will always be too
busy. One of the biggest benefits of
investing in property, is that you can
work once and get paid forever! The
time and effort you put into finding
each property is rewarded every
month (for as long as you own it) by
the rental profit that it makes each
month. Remember that you don’t
have to spend your time managing
the property and tenants. You can get
someone else to do that for you.
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I don’t personally manage any of my
properties myself. I pay other people to
do that for me, which means I have my
time free to do what I am passionate
about, which is helping other people to
become successful investors.
A big mistake many people make is not
valuing their own time. I believe time
is your most valuable asset. If you are
short of time, you can save yourself
years of trial and error by investing in
yourself to gain the required knowledge,
as quick as you can rather than trying
to learn how to invest the hard way
on your own. You need to make sure
you are doing the right things. Some
the most successful students on my
Property Mastermind Mentorship have
been people who had very busy jobs or
businesses and yet they committed just
8 to 10 hours per week of focused time
with life changing results. It is about
making sure you are doing the correct
things in the time you have available.
Alternatively, if you really can’t find the
time but have a great income you have
two choices. You can either get people
to find deals for you and pay them a
fee to do so. This can be expensive but
better than not doing any deals. Or,
alternatively, you could always decide
to joint venture with someone who has
the time to find great deals but does
not have the money. A great way to find
these people is at property network
events and seminars.

Excuse No 5

I am not sure if now is a
good time to invest. The
market could be at its
peak and so prices might
fall in the next year or
two, so I am going to
wait until the property
market hits the bottom
and then buy.
No one really knows what is going
to happen to the property market.
Whilst there has been a dip in London
prices over the last two years, around
most of the UK, prices have held well.
There might well be a further market
correction, but who knows? In practice,
it does not really matter what happens
short term to property prices, as long
as you believe that in the long term
prices will go up, and during that time
you can afford to hold the property.
If you take this approach, then you

LANDLORD INVESTOR 51ST EDITION

should only ever buy properties which
make a positive cash flow each month,
as per Golden Rule No 3 in my book
Property Magic.
Now is always a good time to invest
in property, as long as you know
what you are doing. As I mentioned
at the beginning of this article,
there is massive uncertainty in the
property market right now. Many of
the amateurs are waiting to see what
happens and this means there is not as
much competition and there are still
plenty of motivated sellers who need
to sell. I truly believe 2020 will be one
of the best years to buy property.

do, but they have not taken
action yet and so don’t have any
experience. Don’t worry. Everyone
has to start somewhere. When I
purchased my first property back
in 1995, I really did not know what I
was doing but I wanted somewhere
to live, so I just got out there and
did it. Once you know how to find
good deals you can get those funded
by other people, more experienced
than you because they will know that
they are good deals. It’s all about
getting out there and taking action.
Don’t be afraid of making mistakes,
that is how you learn and get better.
There is nothing better than getting
real life experience, which you can
only gain by taking action.

Excuse No 8

A big mistake
many people make
is not valuing their
own time.
Excuse No 6

I don’t have a good
credit rating so I can’t
get mortgages.
It does not matter if you can’t get
mortgages as there are plenty of
strategies where you can make money
from property without having to have
mortgages such as, deal sourcing,
assisted sales, Rent to Rent and Purchase
Lease Options. Of course, it is better if
you can get mortgages as you will have
more choices. However, if you do actually
want to buy property, using money from
another investor, you could always put the
property in their name, which they might
be happier with anyway because they will
have more security. You would then have
a deed of trust to acknowledge your true
interest in the property.

I can’t seem to
motivate myself .
If none of the above excuses apply
to you, then maybe it just comes
down to an issue of self motivation.
Maybe you think (or know) you
should be investing in property, but
you are too comfortable with life as
it is. Maybe there is not enough pain
to motivate you to make a change
in your life.
Or maybe, you don’t have a big enough
reason why to get you excited about
your future. In that case, I recommend
you start with creating a vision for
what you would like your life to be.
Next you need to feel the pain of what
happens if you do nothing and life
stays the way it is. You can choose,
what you life looks like but you need to
decide what you want that to be.
Having read this article, I hope you
have recognised that some of the
"your reasons" for not taking action,
may in fact just be some of these
common excuses that many people tell
themselves. I truly believe that anyone
can achieve financial independence
through property investing as long as
they educate themselves, take action
and keep going until they get the
results they want.

Excuse No 7

I hope you have a wonderful Festive
period and all the best for the New
Year and new Decade.

I don’t have any
experience.

Invest with Knowledge, Invest with Skill

There are lots of people who have
done some training and know what to

Simon Zutshi
Author of Property Magic
Founder property investors network
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Have Your Say
www.mt-finance.com/pisQ42019

Take part in the Q4 Property Investor Survey
for a chance to win a £100 Amazon Gift Card.

DO YOU WANT GUARANTEED
RENT FOR 5-7 YEARS?

We need property to rent as we are expanding our reach!

Established in 2006 we enable children
to live within their own communities to
continue their education.

Target Areas

We have many properties of our own but urgently
require additional property to help us expand
our geographical reach.

England

Wales

Somerset

Caerphilly

We typically require 3-4 bedroom detached/semi
detached houses. Our community households
consist of two children and two house parents
who support them 24/7. Assisted by an operations
manager and our maintenance teams.

Dorset

Merthyr Tydfil

Wiltshire

Rhondda Cynon Taf

Hampshire

Monmouthshire

Bathnes

Newport

Devon

Cardiff & Vale

Cornwall

Bridgend

Sussex

Torfaen

Gloucestershire

Blaenau Gwent

We ask Landlords to buy to our housing
specification which we then rent for the long
term. Alternatively we view existing stock for
suitability.

The main geographical areas are
(but not exhaustive):

Herefordshire

Achieve 5-7 years
plus lease terms

No voids

Independent
property checks

Excellent property upkeep
by our in-house teams

Paid on time

Property
returned turnkey

For an informal discussion please call or email
Mark Heywood-Briggs (Group Commercial Director):

phoenixlearningcare.co.uk

t. 07769

250203

e. markhb@plcl.org.uk

Where I will be pleased to give you further details

TENANCY AND DEPOSITS

B R O U G H T TO YO U BY:

‘Tis the Season to be
Jolly Prepared
As temperatures and leaves drop, a myriad of issues can affect the condition
of a rental property so it’s important for tenants and landlords to be aware of
each other’s responsibilities. At TDS and RLA, we’ve joined to look through past
tenancy deposit disputes to share the most common winter issues and help
you avoid the same happening to you. We look at who is responsible for winter
related problems and how to prepare for them with this Winter Check.

The 10-Point Winter
Property Checklist
The winter check is designed to
give the landlord and tenant the
opportunity to agree the condition
of the property and set out
responsibilities, which help to manage
each parties’ expectations of the
tenancy. This will help to reduce any
difficulties or disagreements at the end
of the tenancy.

1

Inspect the property
and speak to your tenants

Start by asking your tenants if they
have noticed anything at the property
which could require your attention.
Initially small issues could turn into
much larger and more expensive
problems down the road if they are
left unattended. Make sure you have a
clear process in place for the reporting
and rectifying of issues.
14

2

Insulation and Heating

Landlords should check that properties
are sufficiently insulated and that heating
systems are working adequately to
cope with any drops in temperature.
Service the boiler, too. Not only will
this ensure that the property is warm
for your tenants, it will also help to
avoid any larger and unexpected boiler
problems in the future. Tenants should
be given information on how to use the
property’s heating system correctly
during cold spells to prevent issues such
as burst pipes or broken boilers. These
responsibilities can be set out in the
tenancy agreement from the outset.

3

Pipes, Drains
and Guttering

Check internal and external pipes, drains
and guttering. These need to be cleared
of leaves, moss and debris. You should
also check the eaves and have a look
at the roof to ensure there are no loose

tiles, which could prove dangerous under
snow, ice, heavy wind or rain.

4

Mould, Damp and
Condensation

Carry out internal checks for mould,
damp and condensation and advise
your tenants on how to prevent these
problems during winter. By providing
guidance to tenants on how to prevent
these issues occurring during winter
months, you can avoid unnecessary
disputes at the end of tenancy.

5

Sweep the chimney

If the property has an open fire, you
should ensure the chimney is swept to
remove fire risk at the property. The
tenant should have clear instruction
on how to use the fire and must
understand the importance of keeping
the fireplace free of obstructions, to
prevent danger to property and health.
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Dark nights, windy
days and icy steps

Make sure that lights outside the
property work. This is especially
important if there are steps leading
up to the property, as you don’t want
tenants to slip over if it is dark or icy.
It’s also a good idea to make sure that
garden furniture and bins are secure in
case of high winds. Check the state of
fences too, as it is far cheaper to replace
one fence panel now rather than risking
that single panel pulling down the rest
in an unexpected storm.

7

Seasonal decorations
and parties

Putting up fairy lights, sparkly
decorations and bauble laden trees is all
part of the festive fun at Christmas and
New Year, but tenants and landlords
need to be aware of any damage that
may occur as a result of temporary
décor. Appropriate guidelines and
restrictions should be set. Read our
Christmas Tenancy Claus below.

The Christmas Claus in
Tenancy Agreements
It would be unreasonable to ban
seasonal decorations, but blue tac,
Sellotape and nails are not always
suitable and can leave areas of damage
to your rented home. It’s just one
of the many reasons why check-in
reports, inventories and a clear clause
(we’re not talking about Santa here) in
tenancy agreements are essential.
The check-in record is the starting
point so that all parties are clear
on the state of the property at the
start of tenancy. This will show even
apparently minor damage to wallpaper,
paint, carpet and fabric that is as a
result of a tenant’s actions (rather
than normal wear and tear), such as
inappropriately adhering decorations
or putting a real pine tree on the
carpet.

How do you make sure you don’t turn a
happy time of year into a costly one?
For landlords, understanding that a good
tenant needs to enjoy their home is all
part of the rental experience. Flexibility,
but with a clear tenancy agreement
clause that covers decorations,
will ensure everyone knows their
responsibilities.
For tenants, making sure you have
read your tenancy agreement and
understood the obligations placed
upon you is a must. You should ask for
written consent to make changes so that
the landlord has had the opportunity
to consider a reasonable request and
confirm the condition the property
needs to be returned to. Without
proper permissions, you may be held
responsible for a landlord’s loss. Make
sure decorations are temporary, free
supporting and easily removed.

Christmas Case Study
Yule be Feeling Pine with Check-in Reports and Clauses

8

Vacant property
in colder months

Advise tenants to keep the heating on
if they are planning on going away, to
reduce the risk of frozen pipes. With a
vacant property over Christmas, you
may want to consider taking additional
measures to keep the property safe and
secure from theft. A good deterrent is
to ask a trusted neighbour to push post
through the letterbox or try putting
your lights on an automatic timer in the
evenings.

9

Emergency
contact details

In case of a winter emergency, you and
your tenants should have the number of
a 24-hour plumber and other important
tradespeople to hand. Your tenants
should also have up-to-date contact
information for you, in case they need
to get hold of you in an emergency.

10

Insurance for
peace of mind

While there are plenty of things you
can do to protect your property from
the winter elements, things can still go
wrong, which is why it is important that
you have building insurance and your
tenants arrange their own contents
insurance.
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For some, Christmas simply isn’t Christmas without a real pine tree in the house, but
for tenants and landlords, this can pose a problem.
TDS dealt with a tenancy deposit dispute case where a tenant had a real Christmas
tree in the property, which shed pine needles in the carpet and made marks on the
floor where the base of the tree had been.
The landlord claimed £35.00 for the cost of cleaning the carpet and an additional
£35.00 for the cleaner to remove the pine needles. The tenants, however, claimed
they had sought permission from the landlord to have a real tree in the residence,
which was granted, and had even paid for a cleaner themselves. They claimed the
small amount of damage was down to expected wear and tear from having a real
tree.
Working from the starting point that the carpet should be returned to its original
condition at the start of tenancy (allowing for natural deterioration), our TDS
Adjudicator found that damage from the tree was not considered to be normal, and
all pine needles should have been removed.
In coming to a decision, the Adjudicator felt it fair that deductions to the tenancy
deposit were made because, although it was not clear what the tenants had paid
their cleaner to do, the residual marks had not been removed from the carpet. The
landlord was entitled to claim for the extra time it took their cleaner to remove pine
needles and any specialist cleaning to the carpets.
As always, a clearly written tenancy agreement with clear clauses and supporting
check-in/check-out reports are vital to avoid these sorts of disagreements. In this
case, it would have also helped to clarify responsibilities when the tenant asked for
permission to have a tree in the house.

To read more tenancy deposit dispute case studies, visit
www.tenancydepositscheme.com/case-studies.html
To find out more about how the RLA can help you, visit www.rla.org.uk
From everyone at TDS, we wish you all a very merry Christmas.
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Proud to work alongside Residential Landlord Association (RLA)

SIMPLE tenancy
deposit protection
Landlords, being an RLA member gives you access
to the cheapest Insured scheme rates on the market.
Or, you can protect your tenancy deposits for free
using TDS Custodial.
JOIN TDS TODAY
join@tenancydepositscheme.com
0300 037 1000
www.tenancydepositscheme.com

As featured in: The
Times, The Telegraph,
The Mail Online,
Huffington Post and
many more!

Follow us:
@LandlordInShow
@LandlordInvestmentShow

Boost your buy-to-let journey
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Find tax advice, investment opportunities,
legal, finance, products & proptech.
Meet 100’s of exhibitors & attend seminars
delivered by industry experts.
Attend the UK’s largest landlord debate
hosted by Political Broadcaster Andrew Neil.*
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Learn more and register
for your FREE show tickets at
landlordinvestmentshow.co.uk
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Taxing matters

landlords reminded to
prepare for annual returns

18
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With an increasing number of landlords forming
limited companies to protect their profits, we look at
their tax obligations and also that of those who still
own property the traditional way.

One of the biggest fallouts from the
controversial changes to mortgage
interest tax relief – gradually phased
out since April 2017 and reaching its
conclusion next April – was a rise in the
number of landlords forming limited
companies to avoid being affected by the
new rules.

your 17-digit corporation tax reference
number for the accounting period you’re
paying for.

Known as incorporation, it sees landlords
transfer their property portfolio into a
limited company structure. Importantly,
limited companies are not affected by the
phasing out of mortgage tax relief as they
only pay corporation tax (currently 19%)
and not income tax.

You must be aware of the deadline by
which you need to pay as, if you miss a
deadline, you’ll be liable to pay interest
on the outstanding amount. At the same
time, if you are ahead of the game and
pay corporation tax early, HMRC will pay
interest to your business.

What do you need to know about
corporation tax?

The rules and information surrounding
corporation tax can be quite complex, so
it’s best to seek tax advice if you’re unsure
about anything. You can discover more
about corporation tax, when it’s paid and
how it’s paid on the GOV.UK page here.

Corporation tax is the most important tax
a limited company has to pay each year
and paying this tax on any profits your
business makes is a legal requirement
which simply can’t be ignored. Once
you’ve filed your accounts with HM
Revenue & Customs (HMRC), you must
pay corporation tax on any profits for the
financial year – although there are tax
reliefs and allowances that can be applied
to your company profits to lower your
liability.
The deadline for paying corporation tax
will be different depending on the profits
your business makes. For example, if your
taxable profits are less than £1.5 million,
you have 9 months and 1 day after the
end of the relevant accounting period
to pay the corporation tax that is owed.
Typically, the accounting period is the
financial year of your business.
If the taxable profits from your business,
meanwhile, are above £1.5 million, then
you must pay HMRC in instalments. This
is typically every three months following
the first instalment.
How is corporation tax paid?
In most cases corporation tax will be paid
electronically, but it can also be paid at
the Post Office or your bank. In the latter
cases, though, it will take longer for the
payment to clear with HMRC. Whichever
way you choose to do it, you must quote
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You can make same day corporation tax
payments, three working day corporation
tax payments or five working day
corporation tax payments.

What are the tax obligations for
individual landlords?
If you own property as an individual,
rather than as part of a limited company
– as most landlords do – your tax
obligations are different.
You don’t have to pay corporation tax,
of course, but you will be affected by
the phasing out of mortgage interest
tax relief, which will take full effect from
6 April 2020. Since 2017, the amount of
relief that landlords can claim has been
steadily dropping to 0%.
From April next year, if you are a landlord
who is not operating within a limited
company you will no longer be able to
deduct your finance costs from your
property income when calculating your
taxable profit. Instead, from 2020 to
2021 – and moving forward after that all finance costs incurred by you will be
given as a basic rate tax reduction (20%).
As a landlord, you are considered to
be self-employed or a small business
owner and must therefore fill in a Self
Assessment tax return. This is now
typically carried out online but can still
be done via paper form or commercial
software.

It can be a long and cumbersome
process, with lots of detail required, so it’s
advised that landlords send their relevant
tax returns well before the deadline.
The deadlines for Self Assessment tax are
31 January - for any tax you owe for the
previous tax year (known as a balancing
payment) and your first payment on
account – and 31 July, for your second
payment on account.
If you don’t pay on time, you’ll be charged
interest and you may also have to pay
a penalty if your payment is late. You
can pay via online or telephone banking,
CHAPS, debit or corporate credit card
online, and at your bank or building
society. You can no longer pay at the Post
Office.
You can find out more income tax
returns here. Once again, it can be a
confusing and complicated minefield, so
seek specialist tax advice where this is
required.
Tracey Hanbury

From April next
year, if you are a
landlord who is not
operating within a
limited company
you will no longer be
able to deduct your
finance costs from
your property income
when calculating
your taxable profit.
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FURNITURE & DECOR

Deck
the halls
(with designer wallpaper
and stripped wood flooring )
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Gone are the days of advertising HMO rooms
with bare, white washed walls and mismatched
furniture. The co-living audience has evolved.

In the UK, there has historically been
more of an onus on homeownership
over renting. however as more and more
people struggle to get on the property
ladder co-living has provided the perfect
solution, especially in large cities where
rent is at a premium.
Co-living or “house sharing” used to
be associated with going university or
having to move somewhere short term
following the breakdown of a relationship.
Nowadays people are happy to make
new friendships whilst managing to save
money and not having to fork out on
extortionate bills every month.
With this we have seen a change in the
way Landlords furnish their properties.
Gone are the days when you could take
a photo of an undressed, uninspired
bedroom and it would be snapped up
immediately, the new wave of co-living
tenants demands more.
Netflix subscriptions, complimentary
gym memberships, rooms decorated in
the newest Farrow & Ball on trend colour
and orthopaedic mattresses, you name it,
they want it.
We are now seeing landlords hiring
interior designers to make the most of
their spaces to achieve the maximum
rents possible.
The team at Landlord Furniture Co
can help with the design process. We
have worked with some huge names in
the property industry including Inside
Property Investing and Beespace.
We understand that in a saturated market
your property needs to stand out. We can
work directly with your Interior Designer
and yourself to create a scheme that will
work perfectly in each individual room.
All our furniture comes with a 3-year
warranty and we can create anything
from a simple bedroom package to
OSB Desks to bespoke Concrete effect
wardrobes.
Our furniture is built to last; with 18mm
carcasses, soft close hinges, metal
reinforced box drawers and absolutely no
flat-pack.
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Our beds come with open storage bases
so tenants can maximise on storage, our
mattresses are fully Orthopaedic, again
all with a 3-year warranty.
We have a brand new showroom
based in Oldham, on the outskirts of
Manchester where clients can book
a one to one appointment to discuss
their needs. We can even take you
round to our properties and so you
how we do it.
That’s how Landlord Furniture Co was
born; we are HMO landlords ourselves,
Our latest being a 17 bed pub conversion
in the heart of Oldham now let out to
NHS workers on a 2-year contract.
Don’t worry if you cannot come and visit
us any time soon, simply call us on 0161
633 2651 for a no obligation quote.
We work of a 10 working day lead time
from date of order to date of installation,
Delivery and installation is all included in
service. We all so deliver nationwide.

Netflix
subscriptions,
complimentary
gym memberships,
rooms decorated in
the newest Farrow &
Ball on trend colour
and orthopaedic
mattresses, you
name it, they want it.

For inspiration you can find all
our professional client images on our
Instagram page @Landlordfurnitureco
and you can email us: info@
landlordfurnitureco.co.uk
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Build to rent
Investment and number of
units continues to rise.
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With one of the property market’s biggest emerging trends
continuing to grow at a rapid rate, we explore why Build to
Rent is attracting significant investment and a spike in units.

A rising number of units
Build to Rent has been booming in
recent years, with its purpose-built,
often luxury developments making
up an increasing chunk of the private
rented sector.
Recent research by the British Property
Federation – whose quarterly ‘BPF
build to rent map’ monitors the growth
of this sector throughout the country
– revealed that there are now 148,046
Build to Rent homes complete, under
construction or in planning across the
UK, a leap of some 20% against the
same period last year.
Additionally, the number of completed
units increased by 31% in the same
period, to 34,840.
“The sector continues to go from
strength to strength, with the Build to
Rent pipeline growing considerably in
the year to Q3 2019,” a statement from
the BPF said. “This is highlighted by the
number of units in planning, which has
soared by 23% to 77,446.”
The research also highlighted that
the average size of Build to Rent
developments is growing, with the
average size of each completed scheme
hitting 133 units in Q3 2019, increasing
to 245 units for schemes under
construction. Meanwhile, the average
size of schemes in the planning system
is higher still at 325 units.
According to the BPF, the bigger size
of schemes underlines the growing
importance of Build to Rent in upping
UK residential supply and meeting
government housebuilding targets.
On a geographical basis, the growth of
the market is spread evenly between
London and the regions, with both
areas witnessing total growth of
20%. Similarly, the number of units
inside the capital and in the regions is
nearly identical, at 63,200 and 60,337
respectively.
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In terms of units completed, however,
the regions witnessed the biggest
increase in the last quarter, with a
considerable rise of 41% over the year
to Q3 2019.

But this investment picked up
substantially in the third quarter of 2019,
with £743 million of investment – more
than double the £359.4 million recorded
in the previous quarter.

Jacqui Daly, research director at
Savills (which helps to produce the
figures for the BPF), believes demand
for quality rented homes will rise as
individual households increasingly
cannot afford to access the housing
market, which will be even more so
the case once Help to Buy is
withdrawn.

Forward funding transactions accounted
for the bulk of activity by transaction
type in Q3 (£630 million), split between
London and regional cities.

She believes Build to Rent can meet
this demand and is already making
a significant contribution to housing
delivery, with projections that this will
increase to one in five new homes as
more and more people rely on renting.
“This will change the housebuilder
model, with bulk sales to investors
growing their share of housing
delivery,” Daly says. “In our opinion,
in 10 years, the customer lists of
housebuilders will see pension funds
and life insurers alongside first-time
buyers and second steppers.”
“Rather than shouldering the full
burden of risk, housebuilders will act
as master contractors, forging longterm partnerships with landowners and
investors.”

Attracting significant
investment
Separate findings from global real
estate firm CBRE back up Build to
Rent’s booming growth, with over £2
billion invested in the UK’s sector in the
first three quarters of 2019.
A rapidly growing asset class in the
UK, with investment volumes growing
significantly each year, the total
investment into the UK Build to Rent
sector over the last five years has now
reached £10.6 billion, according to
CBRE’s tracking.

The Build to Rent market remains a stable
one, too, with no obvious shifts in yield
between Q2 and Q3 2019, while prime
net yields continue to range from 3.25%
to 4.25%.
The momentum for the final quarter
is strong, with around £650 million of
transactions currently under offer. This
includes just above half (£335 million) in
prime regional centres.
CBRE’s research also pointed to how
growing investment in the Build to Rent
sector is contributing to the delivery
of new housing, citing the latest BPF
figures showing that there were 1,967
new construction starts in Q3, up from
the 727 recorded in Q2. In addition, 2,617
homes were completed, a rise of 32%
year-on-year.

Considerable growth in
London
The BPF recently revealed that the
number of Build to Rent homes
completed, under construction or in
planning across London has increased
by 35% in the past five years, with the
BPF claiming that prime London’s
multi-billion pound Build to Rent sector
is set to increase by 30% per year over
the next five years.
Additionally, the study found that
55% of tenancies in London for rentals
priced above £2,500 per week are now
in properties owned by either Build
to Rent developers or professional
investors.
Tracey Hanbury
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Market update
Given this article is appearing in the combined December and January issue, I'd
like to say Happy Christmas, and a Prosperous New Year to you. I am writing this at
the beginning of November, so it is the earliest I have ever said that! Let’s take this
opportunity to look back at the year just gone.
Review of 2019
Licensing
The end of 2018 saw changes to
Mandatory HMO Licensing, also bringing
in minimum room sizes for any licensable
HMO.
Under these rules any rental property
occupied by 5 people, or more; not
related; and sharing vital facilities (e.g.
kitchen; bathroom; toilet) will need to
apply for an HMO licence. Note that I use
the word occupied, not tenanted; anyone
occupying the property counts, even if
the landlord doesn’t know about them.
So be aware of a family of four taking in
a sub tenant without telling the landlord;
not only will they have created an HMO,
but it will be a licensable HMO – and the
landlord could be in trouble if they don’t
apply. It is critical to keep an eye on all
lets.
The minimum room sizes
•
One person aged over 10 years –
room must be not less than 6.51 sqm
•
Two persons over 10 years – room
must be not less than 10.22 sqm
•
One person aged under 10 years –
room must be not less than 4.64 sqm
So any room which has less than
4.64 sqm can’t be used as sleeping
accommodation at all. At least not if the
property is an HMO.
Be careful how you measure it, the
statutory instrument refers to ‘floor area’
not ‘usable floor area’ and ‘floor area’ is
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defined anywhere. So there is scope for
confusion here:
•
•
•
•

Does it include the area inside
cupboards?
What about skirting boards?
What about fireplaces/
Etc

However, the act does make it clear that
any part of the room where the ceiling
height is less than 1.5 metres cannot be
taken into account.
Note also that under the new rules, the
other areas of the property available to
the occupier are not to be taken into
account when determining the room
size. So be careful about adding en-suite
bathrooms as they will go to reduce the
room size. For smaller rooms – maybe
just a sink.

‘How to Rent’ guide.
There have been a few amendments to
the guide. The latest was in August 2019,
which confusingly still says May 2019.
Also be careful to issue the correct ‘How
to’ guide. There are 6 ‘How to’ guides:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How to rent
How to rent a safe home
How to let
How to lease
How to buy a home
How to sell a home

Confusingly the How to rent and the How
to rent a safe home not only have similar
names, but they are similar colours:

Changes to Data Protection Rules
(GDPR)
You have to ensure you have a good
reason to keep data on a person, and to
inform them what you are keeping; why
and how.
Have you all issued a Privacy Notice to all
your tenants?
Changes to mortgage restrictions.
If you have a portfolio of 4 or more
mortgaged properties will have them all
assessed if applying for a mortgage (buy
to let).
One bad property might restrict lending
on them all.

Don't issue the wrong one,
ensure you use the green one
How to Rent - a Checklist.
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Section 21.
A new form for the Section 21 was
introduced in 2015. Confusingly it was
named form 6a, and ran alongside the
old form for 3 years.

respond to tenants requests; allow
the property to deteriorate; and Local
Authorities – because the tenant
previously had no recourse for a poorly
maintained Council House; now they do.

Those 3 years are up, and you have to
ensure you use only the form 6a.
The new form has new rules:
•
ensure correct format – correct
format for date, etc;
•
cannot be issued in the first 4
months of the AST;
•
must be used within 6 months of
issue;
•
tenants have statutory right to claim
back any overpayment of rent;
•
(if required) must have valid:– EPC;
– gas safety inspection report;
•
Cannot be used:– If deposit not protected;
– Property not licensed where one
was required.
•
must issue the How to rent guide
(advised start of tenancy).

Right to Rent checks
A High Court case at the beginning of
the year ruled that the need to prove
a person had the right to rent, even
for those with permission to live in this
country, was incompatible with the
Human Rights Act, and was therefore
unlawful.

Client Money Protection.
All agents must now have appropriate
insurance in place to protect their clients’
money. This is in addition to having
to belong to an appropriate Property
Redress Scheme.
Fitness for Human Habitation Act.
This Act gives tenants the right to go
direct to court if they believe their
properties are not up to standard.
The tenant cannot go to court without
having tried to inform the landlord first.
Also the landlord will not be required to
remedy unfitness when:
•
•

•
•

•

the problem is caused by tenant
behaviour
the problem is caused by events like
fires, storms and floods which are
completely beyond the landlord’s
control (sometimes called ‘acts of
God’)
the problem is caused by the
tenants’ own possessions
the landlord hasn’t been able to get
consent e.g. planning permission,
permission from freeholders
etc. There must be evidence
of reasonable efforts to gain
permission
the tenant is not an individual, e.g.
local authorities, national parks,
housing associations, educational
institutions.

If you keep your property well
maintained, and ensure you retain
appropriate communications with the
tenants you should have nothing to
worry about by this Act. The landlords
that are worried are those who don’t
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The Government were given leave to
appeal, and the Appeal Case is to be
heard in the middle of January 2020.
In the meantime it is important that
landlords continue with these checks in
England (halted in Scotland and Wales)
until the situation is made clear. If the
Government loses they can change the
law if required.
We will report again when the situation
becomes clearer.
Section 21 Consultation.
There has been a bit of an onslaught on
the AST recently.
The Government conducted a review
of the use of the Section 21 (S21) and
Section 8 (S8), with a view to remove
the S21 completely. The consultation
finished in October, and the Government
are scheduled to respond sometime in
2020. Hopefully you all participated in
the consultation.
Additionally Baroness Grender – a Lib
Dem peer – tabled a Bill to abolish the
Assured Shorthold Tenancy. Because
Parliament is now finished this Bill
has fallen, and would need to be
reintroduced.
Tenant Fees Act.
The biggy of the year.
Landlords and Agents are now banned
from any fees apart from:1. rents;
2. deposits – capped at 5 weeks rent for
rents <£50k; 6 weeks for rents >£50k;
3. late rents fees – capped at 3% above
the base rate;
4. lost keys;
5. permitted payments:
- Council Tax;
- Electricity, gas or other fuel;
- water or sewage;
- TV licence;
- communication services
(e.g. broadband charges)
- change of sharer (£50, or higher if
can be justified)
- early surrender of tenancy by tenant

(generally, the costs charged for early
termination must not exceed the loss
incurred).
All the fees that have been traditionally
charged are now not allowed, eg:
•
•
•
•
•

referencing
inventories/check-in/checkout
cleaning
callouts
etc.

The unintended consequence? Rents
have risen affecting the very people the
Act was intended to protect.

What does 2020 hold?
Absolutely no idea! All depends on what
Government we have after December
13th, and the actual Housing Minister.
If we have the same set-up and same
Ministers I might be willing to have a
guess – but it is all in the melting pot.
The most important thing is for landlords
to remain professional and informed.
However there is one thing I can tell
you. The Minimum Energy Efficiency
Standard (MEES) legislates that for any
property with an EPC rating of F or G
was not allowed to have a new let after
April 2018. It further legislates that a let
cannot continue after April 1st 2020 that is only 4 months away. It is possible
to get an exemption for a low rating, as
long as the property meets the criteria
– look at Gov.uk, and search for ‘MEES
exemption’.
At the moment the only of evicting
someone for this is to use a Section 21,
unless the Government brings in special
legislation for this.
The maximum penalties amounts apply
per property and per breach of the
Regulations are:
•

•

•

•
•

up to £2,000 and/or publication
penalty for renting out a noncompliant property for less than 3
months
up to £4,000 and/or publication
penalty for renting out a noncompliant property for 3 months or
more
up to £1,000 and/or publication
for providing false or misleading
information on the PRS Exemptions
Register
up to £2,000 and/or publication for
failure to comply with a compliance
notice
The maximum amount you can be
fined per property is £5,000 in total.
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GENERAL ELECTION 2019

B R O U G H T TO YO U BY:

Conservatives
win largest
majority since
1980s
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The Conservatives have been returned to power with an increased
majority, having gained at least 48 seats, taking their total to 364. This
is the highest number of seats the party has won since its successive
victories under former leader Margaret Thatcher in the 1980s.
The latest estimates suggest that over
13.94 million people voted for the
Conservatives across the country, higher
than the number of votes cast for them in
2017, when they lost their majority under
Theresa May.
In contrast, the result was one of Labour’s
worst performances since 1935, with
10.29 million votes cast for them, resulting
in them winning just 203 seats, having
lost almost 59 since 2017. Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn has confirmed he will not
lead the party into the next election, but is
yet to announce when he plans to resign.
Let’s explore some of the biggest
developments from this election.
Turnout may have fallen
Early reports suggest that turnout fell
slightly for this year’s election, down 1.6
percentage points since last time, to 67.3
per cent. In the years following the Second
World War, turnout typically remained
above 70 per cent, but slipped to an
all-time low in 2001, before recovering at
each subsequent election, until this year.

Labour shaken by worst defeat since
1930s
Since Labour’s formation in the early1900s, the party has experienced a
number of spells in opposition, with
occasional periods in government. The
results from this year’s general election
are the worst performance for Labour
since 1935.
One of the likely reasons for the poor
performance during this year's general
election is the fact that Conservatives
targeted traditional Labour strongholds
such as Bolsover and Blyth Valley.

Some of these include the abolition of
no-fault evictions, through the scrappage
of Section 21. It remains unclear how
quickly the new government will seek to
introduce a bill on the matter, but as it was
presented as an official manifesto pledge,
it is highly likely to appear in the legislative
agenda in the coming months.

In more recent times, the defeat in 1983,
under then-leader Michael Foot served as
a useful guide to seeing where Labour’s
support base truly stood. In June 1983,
Labour won 209 seats, in an election held
at the height of the Cold War, when it
supported nuclear disarmament.

The Conservatives also announced
measures in their manifesto to try and
boost housebuilding, aiming to ensure
delivery of 300,000 new homes by the
mid-2020s. So far, housebuilding has
continued to fall short of this figure in
recent months.

This year’s result now takes Labour to 203
seats, putting it into unchartered territory
in the post-war era.

Brexit Party fails to make an impression

Markets respond positively to results
Despite falling turnout overall, the
Conservatives actually increased their
number of votes.
The Liberal Democrats lost their leader
One of the big shocks of election night
was the revelation that Jo Swinson,
leader of the Liberal Democrats, had lost
her seat to the SNP, over in the Scottish
constituency of East Dunbartonshire.
Within hours of the results coming
through, she announced her intention
to resign as party leader, marking a
disappointing night for the Liberal
Democrats.
The loss of Jo Swinson as an MP and as
party leader reflects the better results
seen by the SNP up in Scotland, where
they picked up 48 seats, giving them
a significant majority in the region as a
whole.
The party had run on a platform of
seeking to place a Stamp Duty surcharge
on overseas investors wishing to buy
second homes, as well as intending to
boost the level of housebuilding across
the UK, but its position on Brexit may have
proved to be more of a decisive factor for
its overall performance.
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have won a majority of seats in the House
of Commons, a swift resolution to the
Brexit process will be top of the new
government’s agenda, as well as making
good on the large number of manifesto
pledges made over the course of the
election campaign.

One of the key indicators during general
election night was the value of the Pound
relative to the Dollar. Upon the closing
of the polls and the release of the official
exit poll, the Pound rallied by 2 per cent
against the Dollar.
The FTSE 250, an index measuring the
share prices 250 mid-sized companies
in the UK, has rallied by 4 per cent so far
today, taking it to a new all-time high,
suggesting a return of confidence to
investors.
The FTSE 250 is often seen as a more
accurate indicator of the UK economy
than indices such as the FTSE 100, as its
constituent companies’ operations are
more UK-focused.
A number of those companies operate
in the UK’s construction sector and have
also rallied on news of the Conservative
victory. This comes, following survey data
which suggested that the construction
sector contracted in November.
Conservative manifesto pledges come
to the fore
Now that the Conservatives appear to

The Brexit Party, which topped a small
number of opinion polls as recently as
June this year, failed to make much of
an impression in the election as a whole.
Having enjoyed support as high as 26 per
cent in a YouGov poll, the party slumped
at the ballot box, garnering just 2 per cent
of all votes cast, equivalent to 642,303
votes in total.
The party’s Contract with the People
document, akin to an election manifesto,
was noted for being scant on details,
especially regarding the party’s housing
policies. One of the pivotal moments for
the party during the campaign was when
leader Nigel Farage ordered the party
to stand down candidates in seats the
Conservatives had won in 2017.
This year’s general election has been
one of the most pivotal elections in
many years, with over 31 million people
estimated to have had their voices heard,
after a five-week campaign. The result
has undoubtedly changed the face of UK
politics beyond recognition.
As the newly-elected government settles
into power with a strong majority and a
mandate from voters, Brexit and the UK’s
shortage of affordable homes are just
some of the issues that are highly likely to
feature at the top of the political headlines,
as the UK enters into 2020 and beyond.
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Short-lets
subletting
scandal
What do landlords
need to look out for?
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Following a recent case of subletting through a short-term
lets website, we outline what landlords need to look out for.

Over the last few years, there has been a
huge rise in the use of short-term lettings
platforms by landlords and investors.
The demand for short-term rentals has
grown, while the number of platforms
and management services dedicated to
this growing market has also been rising
steadily.
This has presented landlords with many
opportunities to take advantage of
high-profile events and tourism while
minimising void periods with a profitable
short-term solution.
However, the growth of the largely
unregulated sector has started to pose
problems for landlords and letting
agents as there has been a rise in
subletting and rental scams orchestrated
via short-lets platforms.
With this in mind, we look at a recent
scam and some of the key subletting
signs landlords need to be aware of.
Airbnb used for long-running
subletting scam
A recent case of a subletting scam run
via Airbnb was featured on BBC One's
Inside Out programme in October.
The scam revolved around a group of
London tenants letting their landlord's
property on a short-term basis via
Airbnb without permission.
When turning up for an inspection,
the landlord's managing agency, base
property specialists, discovered the
tenants checking a family of short-term
renters into the property.
The agent then uncovered a subletting
scam which had been in operation
since the beginning of the tenancy, with
over 70 reviews of the property left on
Airbnb.
The tenants were then told that they
were breaching numerous licensing
laws as well as their tenancy agreement.
They were instructed to cancel future
bookings, remove the key lock box they
had installed and repair any damage
caused by the subletting.
They were offered the opportunity to reoccupy the property or agree to an Early
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Termination Agreement, which at that
point would have totalled £4,295.
At first, the tenants took the opportunity
to re-occupy and complied with the
landlord’s requests. However, it wasn't
long before the letting agent started to
receive reports of people coming and
going from the property on a regular
basis again.
The incident culminated in a plumber
contracted to fix a maintenance issue
being told by a Russian family occupying
the property that they didn't speak
English.
Despite presenting evidence of numerous
breaches of legislation, the managing
agency reported that it had no support
from Airbnb, which told them to resolve
the issue with the tenants.
At this point, the tenants were continuing
to sublet the property and refusing
to engage in communication with the
agency and landlord.
Another contractor, who was called out
to fix a leak, was refused entry to the
property, resulting in costly damage for
the landlord.

Another sign is finding evidence online
of reviews or bookings on a short-term
lets platform. If either of these instances
occur, you need to speak to your tenants
immediately to find out what's going on.
On top of this, if you become aware of
a key lock box, professional cleaning
equipment or additional bedding at the
property, this could be another sign that it
is being let on a short-term basis by your
tenants.
Other more conventional subletting signs
to look out for include the presence of
additional belongings, an increase in wear
and tear, reports of anti-social behaviour
and complaints from neighbours.
You also need to be wary of additional
rubbish at the property, as well as renters
being obstructive when you request
access to the property.
If you think your property is being sublet
without your permission and speaking
to tenants provides no solutions, the
next steps should be to contact your
local authority and seek the advice of an
eviction specialist.
Tracey Hanbury

The tenants were eventually served
with a Section 8 eviction notice and the
property was repossessed. The landlord
had, however, already suffered from
significant property damage and the
financial outlay that goes with it.
What are the subletting signs
landlords need to be aware of?
Subletting, usually prohibited by
landlords in a tenancy agreement, can
cause significant damage to a property
and end up costing property owners a
lot of money in repairs.
As the short-lets market continues to
grow rapidly, it's likely more cases such
as the one outlined above will occur so
landlords need to be extra vigilant and
careful.
If you see or receive reports of people
who are not named on the tenancy
agreement entering and leaving the
property frequently, this could be
one of the first signs that something
untoward is going on.

If you see or
receive reports of
people who are
not named on the
tenancy agreement
this could be one of
the first signs that
something untoward
is going on.
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FAST FINANCE
Life moves fast and our ﬁnance is designed
to deliver on even the tightest of timescales!
Funds in as little as 5 days*
Borrow up to £3 million
Rates starting from just 0.75% pcm*
Most property types considered
Decision in Principle within 2
working hours of
approval*

BETTER INTEREST
RATES
Fund exciting projects and earn a
better return on your money!*
Earn up to 7.2% pa*
Secured against UK Property*
Choice of innovative investment
products including an ISA
Start from just £100
Sign up online in just a few clicks

kuﬂink.com | 01474 33 44 88
*Capital is at Risk. Kuflink is not protected by the FSCS.
Loans, interest rates and completion times are subject to underwriting criteria.
Failure to meet the repayment criteria of a loan could result in the security being repossessed.
Kuflink Ltd (724890)and Kuflink Bridging (723495) is authorised and regulated by the FCA.
Registered office: 21 West Street, Gravesend, Kent. DA11 0BF.

FINANCE

What is bridging & development
finance and how does it measure
up against high street lending?
At its simplest, bridging finance
provides short term funding for many
different purposes ranging from
purchasing residential and commercial
property to buying land and rundown
property in need of renovation and of
course, buying property at auction.
The main connection for all of these
uses is when the buyer needs to
complete a purchase or raise money
quickly.
Unfortunately, bridging loans are still
ignored by many people for no specific
reason other than unfamiliarity, which
in turn has led them to be treated with
suspicion.
Here at Kuflink, we aim to make
bridging finance more easily
understandable and accessible to
property owners and those wishing
to make a purchase for renovation
purposes. Renovation could be to
add value to a home or premises, add
new amenities such as extra rooms
or simply to be able to purchase a
property within a strict time limit, such
as through an auction.
We exhibited at The Landlord
Investment show at the London
Olympia and our stand was inundated
with people curious about short term
lending and then surprised that their
understanding of bridging finance was,
in many cases, fundamentally flawed.
In order to provide some clarity, here
are main reasons why/when you should
consider a bridging loan
Speed - Bridging loans complete faster
than normal mortgages so for those of
you wanting to complete a purchase
quickly, a bridging loan might make
sense
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Convenience – If funding is required for
a short period of time between 3 and
24 months a bridging loan is not only
quicker but also easier to pay off. In
contrast a high street mortgage can last
from 2 -25 years and it is rare for there
to be no exit fees for early redemption
of the mortgage
Multiple uses – auction purchases,
refinancing, short term working capital,
moving homes, property investments
(Buy to Let for example) capital raising
for any legal purpose and development
to convert property, refurbishment,
extensions and for those who want
to do it, a bridging loan can finance
ground up builds

the bridging was being used to buy and
improve a property, then an outright
sale is an option.
Whether you are needing to buy a
property at auction where payment
must be made within a set period,
or someone who wishes to develop
existing property or raise money fast,
a bridging facility can be called on to
provide funding quickly and with the
minimum of fuss. It is not a substitute
for regular long term finance but
provides a source which can be relied
on to deliver the money you need
when you need it.

Flexibility – unlike a mortgage from
a high street lender, a bridging loan
from Kuflink can be taken over as short
a term as three months. For people
who only need a temporary source of
funding bridging is a much more flexible
source of funding.
For people looking for long term
finance for a property purchase
which they expect to own for a fair
amount of time, a high street mortgage
is more suitable. However, bridging
loans work particularly well where
time is short and where funding needs
to be in place very quickly and certainly
faster than a standard high street
mortgage.
However, an important aspect to
understand is that bridging loans
are designed as a short term facility.
So, it is important that when you
are considering using bridging f
inance that you make sure you have
a viable exit strategy for the time
the bridging loan finishes. In many
circumstances, that would mean
finding longer term funding or if

At Kuflink, we
aim to make
bridging finance
more easily
understandable
and accessible
to property
owners and
those wishing to
make a purchase
for renovation
purposes.
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Grosvenor House Hotel, London.
November 21st 2019
We delivered the 2019 LIS Awards
on November 21st at the beautiful
Grosvenor House Hotel in London. This
was the second LIS Awards, and what a
fantastic night it was.
Once again the room was electric
and positively fizzed with energy and
anticipation for this amazing night
which celebrates the very best in our
industry.
The evening was hosted by comedian
and impressionist Jon Culshaw, who
was hilarious. Jon had the audience in
stitches as he swung between expertly
observed impressions - the crowning
glory being Paul Shamplina as he was
presented with the award for best 2019
seminar speaker.
As with 2018 the scene was set to
perfection with production, lighting,
venue styling and all the trappings of
what makes a truly wonderful evening.
It was lovely to see our industry come
together and enjoy each other's
company, network and let their hair
down for the night.
The official charity for the evening was
Royal Trinity Hospice, an incredible
organisation, providing extraordinary
care for those facing the awful reality
of life limiting conditions. We're happy
and grateful beyond words for the
generosity of our guests, who raised
thousands of pounds. Thank you.

Feedback for the night has been
amazing and we cannot wait until the
next one; add November 19th 2020 to
your diary.
If you missed this one then don't
worry, as we'll be opening voting and
nominations for 2020 in January.
For more information just keep an
eye on our dedicated show website:
www.national-lis-awards.co.uk

A very special
thank you to
all our judges,
sponsors and
of course our
gorgeous
guests.

On the behalf of myself and the LIS
team I'd just like to offer a very special
thank you to all our judges, sponsors
and of course our gorgeous guests.
Finally, I'd like to say congratulations to
all the category winners and to those
who were shortlisted. The scrutiny of
the judging panel was intense, so both
winning and being shortlisted are a
reflection of your own hard work.
A full list of winners with their
respective category and sponsor can
be seen on page 36.
We look forward to making the 2020
event even bigger, better and brighter,
so watch this space!
Overleaf you'll find a selection of pics
which really capture the evening.
See you next year.
Tracey Hanbury

2019 Judging Panel
Dick Dabner
Investor Relations
Director
JVIP
Eleanor Ward
Founder & Director
Insidecopy
Francesca Carlesi
Co-Founder & Ceo
Molo Finance
Gareth Bertram
Director
The Landlords
Pension

John Howard
Property Developer
& Author
John Howard Property
Services
Kam Dovedi
Founder
Premier Property
Education
Marie Parris
Ceo & Founder
George Ellis Property
Services
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Nat Daniels
Ceo
Valpal/Angels Media

Peter Littlewood
Ceo
Ihowz

Paul Mahoney
Managing Director
Nova Financial Group

Reece Mennie
Ceo
Hunter Jones

Paul Shamplina
Founder
Landlord Action

Scott Hendry
Director
Together

Peter Licourinos
Founder & Director
Heritage Investment
Group

Steve Cox
Account Manager Property Owners
Alan Boswell Group

Steve Olejnik
Managing Director
Mortgages For
Business
Steve Pratt
Director
Bedford Insurance
Uma Rajah
Ceo & Co-Founder
Capital Rise
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We'd like to congratulate the 2019 LIS Awards winners and
offer our thanks to all those who were shortlisted.

36

Best Accounting and
Tax Services for Landlords

Best Short Term
Letting Agent

Peplows Chartered
Accountants

City Relay

Best Landlord
Insurance Provider

Best Property
Investment Provider

Alan Boswell Group

Nova Financial Group

Best Landlord Legal
Services Provider

Best Alternative Property
Investment Provider

Legal for Landlords

Hunter Jones

Property Developer
of the Year

Best Buy-to-Let
Mortgage Broker

Co-Living Spaces

Mortgages for Business

Best Online Agency

Best Lettings Agency

Howsy

X1 Lettings

Best Property
Education Provider

Proptech Company
of the Year

Fielding Financial

Spotahome

Best product
for Landlords

Specialist Finance
Provider of the Year

Howdens

Together

Best Online Product
for Landlords

Best 2019 Seminar Speaker

Arthur Online

Paul Shamplina
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